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Haze Smart Battery Chargers
12V -- 2, 4,  8, 16 AMP & 24V - 4 AMP

Smart battery chargers specifically tailored for 
maximum cycle life of EV Gel and AGM batteries.

Multi Charge Stages:
Chargers benefit from multiple charge phases to ensure 
the battery is fully charged in the best possible manner to 
achieve maximum battery cycle life. Laboratory testing 
has shown cycle life can be extended by up to 50% when 
compared to other charge profiles.

Chargers incorporate Soft Start - Chargers check the battery status and the charge rate gently ramps up.
Constant Current charging for the Bulk charge phase.
Constant Voltage charging for the Absorption phase.
Smart equalizing phase on some models.
Float charging phase to maintain full charge. 
Restart charging stage - Monitors the battery state and restarts charging to prevent over self discharge. 
Specially developed profile and manual refresh stage can fully refresh a heavily or over discharged battery.

General Features
! High frequency switching mode
! Full time pulse charge output
! Microprocessor controlled
! Calcium, AGM, Flooded, GEL Battery selectable
! Battery refresh function provided
! Smart Equalizing charge for AGM/GEL battery
! Manual Equalization mode available
! Ideal for charging during winter season
! Corrosion-resistant output connectors
! Output short circuit, reverse polarity & overload 

protection
! Internal over heat protection
! Battery thermal run away protection



Charging time Management:
Chargers have time management to all charging stages, monitoring Soft start, Bulk charge, Absorption charge, Equalizing 
charge , manual rejuvenation (Refresh) and manual weekly equalization stage with timer timeout setting to prevent 
overcharging.
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Charger Model No. Battery Voltage (Volts)
Max. charging 

current (Amps)

Recommended battery 

Ah

SW121020 12 2 8 - 40Ah

SW121040 12 4 16 - 80Ah

SW121080 12 8 32 - 120Ah

SW121160 12 16 60 - 300Ah

SW241040 24 4 16 - 80Ah
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See Charger individual specification sheets for the profile of each model.

Advantages and Benefits:
The chargers provide full time pulse charge output, as opposed to pure DC 
output, this is helpful to maintain the battery and prolong battery life due 
to a reduction in the heat generated from charging.

The microprocessor program provides thermal run away protection to 
prevent batteries from over heating.
A battery refresh function is utilised, which breaks down the resistance to 
charge acceptance of the battery, refreshing and thus improving the 
performance for some heavily discharged batteries or badly conditioned 
batteries.

The duration of the Smart equalization stage is automatically set in 
proportion to the total time taken for the Bulk and Absorption stages. 

The optimum equalising time is calculated automatically by the MCU 
program to be suitable for AGM and GEL batteries, preventing batteries 
from over or undercharging.

For the UK market, the units 
can be supplied with a UK 
plug adapter as shown. See 
price list for item code 
number.
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